Dolphin Dynasty

™

Tamara Montana is Dolphin Dynasty’s owner and
founder. Her vision birthed inside her heart over
twenty-years ago after swimming with a dolphin
named Princess in Nassau, Bahamas. Her experience
spiritually transported Tamara to a mystical place,
where differences melted away inside of a loving,
nurturing and healing environment.
Tamara’s greatest desire has been to bring this same
experience to others by creating a world that brings
Heaven on Earth… Being in the presence of dolphins
that naturally emit a high vibrational frequency,
reflects the oneness our soul longs to remember.
Dolphin Dynasty is a sanctuary for dolphins that are unable to survive on their
own in the wild, yet still have an enormous capacity to contribute and receive
from positive human interaction. For years dolphins have been known to
promote healing and evoke euphoric states of well being. As a licensed
psychotherapist, Tamara’s passion is working with mentally and physically
challenged children and adults using Dolphin Assisted Therapy. Research
shows that disabled kids and adults make quantum leaps in their development
through this dynamically affirming treatment. The mission is to create a
nurturing environment of love and acceptance where dreams are made and
fulfilled…

Thumbnail
Dolphin Dynasty would love to develop a premier destination resort in Costa
Rica. Located on the beautiful Blue Zone, the Dolphin Dynasty Resort features a
five star hotel and restaurant; a water park and lagoon; a convention center with
facilities for up to 2,500 people; 20,000 square feet of luxury retail space; 36 holes
of championship golf; and 100 luxury villas and 500 condominiums.
Dolphin Dynasty will be developed upon securing the perfect investor. Our
investor’s vast experience, high level contacts and knowledge of the locale will
assist Dolphin Dynasty in creating a traveler’s paradise in one of the world’s
most beautiful places. Dolphin Dynasty is the culmination of a twenty year
dream of Founder Tamara Montana. For many years Ms. Montana has worked
with children and adults in providing psychotherapy. Over time, she recognized
the deep healing potential of dolphin assisted therapy and began to build the
vision of bringing this remarkable, transformative healing to more people. By
building this form of therapeutic healing into a world-class resort, Tamara has
found a way to make it available to millions of people. Ms. Montana’s vision is
described in detail in the Addendum to this project overview.

Imagine
A place where the distinctions
between land and sea

melt into a new kind of ecosystem
that soothes the soul and excites the senses.

Imagine
Entering into a whole new dimension,
and creating with us a world where young and old alike
connect with a sense of magical oneness…

where differences melt away inside a loving,
nurturing and healing environment.
A world within…
full of treasure…
waits to be experienced…

Dolphin Dynasty

Is Heaven on Earth…
We stand for the freedom
of dolphins.
Dolphin Dynasty is a sanctuary for
dolphins that are unable to survive
on their own in the wild.
We will provide an encouraging,
healing, stimulating and comfortable
habitat for the dolphins.
Our goal is to utilize their amazing
healing properties through dolphin
assisted therapy, only when the
dolphins are willing, ready and able
to interact with humans.

™

Take a look at our proposed Multi-million Dollar State-of-the-Art,
Dome Shaped Underwater Restaurant
Surrounded by a Pod of Virtual Interactive Dolphins and Virtual Mermaids.
Sea Life Dining Experience
This dining venue will be like none other on the
planet. Here, guests will enjoy fine dining in a
plush environment where gigantic dome shaped,
floor to ceiling glass walls provide close views of
the aquatic environment for all patrons. Tiered
seating levels and widely separated tables will
increase that viewing potential and create an
atmosphere of intimacy and tranquility. Diners will
have the once in a life-time experience of dining in
the presence of dolphins and other creatures of
the sea, while enjoying a seven-star cuisine.

Imagine… Being surrounded by
projections of virtual, interactive
pods of dolphins playing with
mermaids and discovering treasure
chests full of jewels…

Young and old alike are drawn to the magical wonder.
Dolphins emit high vibrational frequency sonar and their ability to
induce euphoric states in us is most apparent when these sounds
are transmitted through water.

Dolphin Assisted Therapy

Dolphin Dynasty will have
a group of highly trained therapists
providing Dolphin Assisted Therapy
for emotionally and physically
challenged children.

Disabled kids make quantum leaps
in their development…

Terminally ill children
and adults will be blessed
through this dynamically healing
treatment.

The mutual love, admiration and
respect for the dolphins, children
and their families is
Priceless…

Dolphin Dynasty Foundation

Dolphin Dynasty will have several
charitable foundations. One of
which will support the safety and
well being of dolphins around the
world.

As well as grants for children
in need of Dolphin Assisted
Therapy…

Experience the joy of
humans and dolphins
collaborating in a
forever friendship…

Tearful testimonies abound
with families who hear their
autistic child speak
for the very first time.

“Costa Rica”
Can be the Destination

Costa Rica
Is a place rich in natural wonders where
lushly forested mountains tumble into the
sea, streams still run clear and clean,
scarlet macaws squawk in the tree tops,
and dolphins frolic in the Golfo Duce.
Costa Rica is the most popular attraction in
this region and one of the premier
ecotourism destinations in the world…

Dolphin Dynasty is a World-Class Entertainment
and Wellness Resort…
Dolphin Dynasty Resort
Celestial gentleness…
A place you can visit for a day, stay for a
week or a life time and own you own Tiki
Resort Home that is delicately nestled in the
heart of Costa Rica.

Enjoy your morning
breakfast in
peaceful
surroundings…

Imagine…
At night, fire roars up out of
five hand-carved totems.

Creation
shining
with
the light
of heaven.

Resort living is becoming ever
more popular, particularly in
warm weather locales and
among aging baby boomers.
We will incorporate several tiki
resort homes, condominiums
and time share units into the
design of the project.
A variety of floor plans and
housing
sizes
will
be
incorporated into the project,
so as to attract purchasers
from several income and
lifestyle demographics.
Some of these tiki’s may also
be allocated to the therapeutic
treatment to accommodate
those who are on-site for
health intermediation, though
we will also construct a
separate facility for such
guests.

Imagine…
Creations gentleness
is all you see…
The ocean reveals itself
to be action-packed,
with giant tortoises and
passing dolphin pods
and schools of gaudily
colored fish.

The deep blue of its contoured swimming pool
out-azures the ocean.
This is a perfect get-away
for needed rest and relaxation,
or a muse to stimulate your creativity.

Observe your most significant
monumental moments at Dolphin
Dynasty:engagements; weddings;
showers; graduations etc.

Celebrate your Love…

The most beautiful sunsets
in the world…

Amphitheatre & Events Center
Imagine…The Cirque Du Soleil
performing weekly shows…
The events center will host
significant
performing
arts
programs and also contain
meeting rooms, banquet rooms
and educational facilities.
Key-note Speakers and Music
Artists will be able to plan/book
their next presentation or
concert to large audiences with
state-of-the-art sound system.

Plan your next team
building workshop
or business retreat
here!

Dolphin Dynasty Members Club

Dolphin Dynasty will have a Private Club for diners
who plan to visit often and for those who have
purchased time shares or resort homes.
This Member’s Only Exclusive Club is ideal for
entertaining your family, friends and clients.

Dolphin Dynasty Night Club

A Night Club for those who
enjoy music and dancing.

Dolphin Dynasty Casino

To enhance the entertainment value of the
resort, the revenue potential of the project
and the local economic impact for the
region, Dolphin Dynasty will include the
most glamorous casino in Costa Rica. We
are considering an underground gaming
venue so as to preserve the calm, tropical
feel of the resort and lagoon, while also
creating a secluded getaway for adult
visitors who enjoy the excitement of gaming.
This 30,000 to 50,000 square foot area will
also include a restaurant and two nightclubs.

Dolphin Dynasty Day Spa and Salon

Dolphin Dynasty will operate a day spa,
and perhaps an extended stay spa with
the Resort. This is one of the many
features of an upscale hotel experience
we will offer to guests, visitors and resort
home owners.
We anticipate that the spa and salon itself
will also generate a line of specialty hair
and skin products that we will provide to
guests of the hotel, sell to visitors, market
online and eventually bring to retail
distribution channels throughout the
world…

Dolphin Dynasty Golf Course

There is no better place to
start the path to golf
enlightenment than Dolphin
Dynasty where our resort is
noted for experiences that
immerse guests in practices
linking the physical, mental
and emotional “in the moment
of now.”

Lessons are as
much about
mind, body and
spirit as grips,
shafts, and club
heads…

High-End Shopping Experience

Our high end shopping experience
will be another major draw at
Dolphin Dynasty. While we expect to
generate significant revenue from a
wide range of our own branded
merchandise:we will incorporate
a major retail center along the
lines of the shops at Caesar’s
Palace in Las Vegas. Like that
venue, our own shopping venue
will be an “experience” in and of
itself, with thematic elements
that match the overall theme of
the resort, complemented by
outstanding retail purveyors. For example, we
expect to attract retail operations from companies
such as De Beers Diamond, Bvlgari, Azal, Cartier,
Dianoor, Gregg Ruth, Chanel or Blue Nile.
We are also creating our very own unique clothing line by Venus
Design (Lisa Ambroziak); as well as jewelry line by Tami Liu Barton.
The shopping experience will not only create an additional draw to
visitors, but provide reliable ongoing revenue.
Dolphin Dynasty Art Gallery

Our destination resort provides the perfect venue for an art gallery
focused on marine aquatic life. We plan to display fine art in the
hotel and in the gallery itself, as well as offer framed and
unframed prints so as to have products for all income levels.
The company will seek to create a business relationship with
prominent wildlife artists and in particular plans to offer the
beautiful paintings of well-known artist “Wyland.”

Dolphin Dynasty DVD

Our first signature product is Emerald Echo,
beyond this world there is a world I want.
There may be the Emerald Echo film,
program and/or DVD. This feature-length
product tells the story of our founder,
Tamara Montana and her life-long dream to
bring dolphin-human therapy to more
people.

Emerald Echo, beyond this world there is a world I want
Tamara (Bowman) Montana
Enter a Wonderous Underwater Journey Within...
Discover …
Beneath Our
Goosebumps and Rage,
Untold Stories Ache for Expression.

Emerald Echo

The Story

Emerald Echo
is a powerful
and insightful story
for readers
all over the world.
A “must read”
for every household.
T. Harv Eker,

Experience Forgiveness
and Unlock the Treasure of

Your
EmeraldHeart
Echo
Virtue!

Author of #1NY Times Bestseller
Secrets of the Millionaire Mind

Tamara Montana
Illustrated By
Lisa Ambroziak

Tamara’s book
reveals the essence
and beauty
of our soul,
in a similar way
that I’ve seen in the eyes
of the dolphins I paint.
Kids and adults are
going to love this story.
Wyland,
Marine Life Artist and Sculpture

About the Book: Rachel is a little girl born with an inquisitive imagination. She often ponders of a
mystical, underwater garden, full of treasure, just waiting to be discovered.
But soon, Rachel comes to know the darker side of humanity. She suffers with asthma;
experiences bullies; relentless teasing, feelings of isolation and finally her parents divorce. The
emotional pain is enormous, and she makes a decision to close her heart.
At the turn of a page, it’s years later. Rachel finds the courage to dive ino her mystical
underwater garden. She is determined to find another way of understanding the world. By
following her intuition, Rachel enters a “fantasy portal” underwater, and finally “let’s go” of her
knowing…only to find herself in another dimension of time and space.
At the bottom of the ocean floor, two dolphins named Joy and Bliss warmly welcome Rachel.
Throughout her courageous adventure, the dolphins simplistically share many deep, universal
truths from ancient wisdom. She learns why difficult situations happen in our lives and how to
deal with emotions in a meaningful way by embracing all of who we are. She learns that you are
only a victim if you choose to be…I am as God created me…
Equipped with a new awareness, Rachel enters a dark cave alone. Through this rite of passage
are her greatest battels yet to overcome. With trembling knees she confronts her deepest fears
in the form of an eel, a turtle and a scary, monstrusous alien. After she demonstrates the lessons
learned from Joy and Bliss, she’s able to see her heart…a treasure chest that holds the truth
about who she is. She contemplates opening the kingdom of heaven within…and finally lifts the
lid…only to find black snakes released - of left over resentment. Another one of her many
discoveries is etched in stone: There is no one to blame. Rachel takes this truth to heart.
Then, bright blisslights glowed from inside her chest. Rachel is able to enter yet another
dimension of breath-taking beauty - through the treasure chest. All ethnicities are represented in

glorious harmony! She discovers her Heart Virtue, and that the light at the end of the tunnel is a
mirror. Rachel’s desire to dance and sing is renewed as she sees Joy and Bliss again.
Joy and Bliss transport Rachel through another portal that unveils Emerald Echo’s Community
where all people are special and welcomed. A home where young and old alike connect wih an
expanding oneness. Rachel is excorted by Joy and Bliss to meet Emerald Echo. As Rachel
slowly looks up at the brightly lit throne, she discovers…Emerald Echo is an older version of
herself! The light at the end of the tunnel is a mirror! With a surprise ending she is able to
discover deep treasure by unlocking her Heart Virtue.™
“Remind others of who they really are…and discover the treasure of your Heart Virtue…
Holy is All Creation, Eternal, Free and Whole…
And at Peace Forever in the Heart of God.”

Emerald Echo, beyond this world there is a world I want
as a Feature Film - Inspires a Global Brand

Imagine…
Colorful characters on a journey of discovery. This dynamic parable explores the universal truths
of forgiveness; their Heart Virtue™, and Freedom.
These storylines unfold in majestic stages were dolphins are the mentors. Adults and children of
all ages will experience divine purpose by unlocking their Heart Virtue™ and understanding how
their pain is there credential. This is the fabric that will be expressed through the book and feature
film series. Themed resort DD attractions would feature settings and characters from Emerald
Echo, The Story. This branding would also be extended to merchandise, toys, video games,
Internet, consumer products, and mass media on DVDs.

Dolphin Dynasty Plush Toys

The Corporation will create a line of plush
toys as a part of our early-stage brand
development. The adoptable dolphin plush
toys provide a wonderful “first impression”
for our business, while branded apparel
provides ongoing visibility.
Details of how this product line fits into our
brand development strategy may be found
in our full business plan.
Dolphin Dynasty Therapeutics
Our therapeutic facilities are another unique
and transformational aspect of the resort.
We will feature world-class human-dolphin
therapists and marine biologists—both as
early stage consultants in the development
of the ecosystem and as long-term staff.
To that end the Corporation will hire a staff
of experienced, recognized and talented
therapists and marine biologists to staff our
facility. We anticipate quickly building to a
waiting-list-scenario in demand and will expand the facility accordingly. As a matter of policy,
Dolphin Dynasty will not turn down any child for treatment and will create a non-profit foundation
to bring children to the resort.
Dolphin Adventure Water Park & Aquarium
The Adventure Park will be
constructed so as to provide
lasting fun filled entertainment
for all ages. The Park has
planned elements as miniature
golf, an amusement ride that
allows guests to virtually swim
with
dolphins,
botanical
gardens and special events that
will generate both significant
revenues from several sources,
but also provide a facility that
will draw people from around
the world.
DD will incorporate the natural
environment and ecosystem
into the construction of both
underwater and above ground
facilities that please the senses and maximize the spirit and enjoyment of the dolphins and other
wildlife living on the property. We are creating an entire eco-system that incorporates both the
aquatic and land-based environments.

Dolphin Adventure Concessions
We anticipate a significant revenue stream from various concessions throughout the property.
Included in this will be our own branded products, as well as other souvenirs, food, beverage and
specialty products tied to events.
Dolphin Dynasty Website
The Corporation is building a compelling, interactive, multimedia website with full e-commerce
capabilities. Our goal is to have the website be a web destination in its own right, with a unique
combination of entertainment and education. We will be the premier web destination for humandolphin therapeutic information and resources, as well as a premier destination for online
shoppers as our brand builds.
Dolphin Dynasty Scuba Certification

Our multi-acre aquatic environment
provides the perfect venue for
teaching scuba for the beginner or
offering certification for those with a
serious interest in ocean exploration.
We will maintain a staff of expert
certified trainers and offer classes
and certifications to guests and
visitors.
Check out below other amenities
Costa Rica offers…

Costa Rica Surfing

When Endless Summer II, the sequel to the alltime surf classic was filmed, the production crew
brought their boards and cameras to Costa Rica.

Costa Rica Zip-Line

Zip-line canopy tours are one of the most unique
adventure options available in Costa Rica.

Strap on a harness and fly
from treetop to treetop.
Hang Gliding, Paragliding
Ballooning and Gondola Ride
is also available.

Costa Rica White Water Rafting

Whether you’re a first-time rafter
or a world-class kayaker, Costa
Rica’s got some white water
suited to your abilities. Rivers
rise and fall with the rainfall, but
you can get wet and wild here
even in the dry season.

Costa Rica Horseback Riding
Horses are readily available for riding,
whether you want to take a sunset trot
along the beach or ride through the cloud
forest.
As well Hiking Trails, Biking, Boat Rides,
Fishing, and Guided Tours.

Costa Rica’s Canopy and Canyoning
Canopy and Canyoning Tours are
officially all the rage in Costa Rica,
largely because they are such an
exciting and unique way to experience
tropical rainforests. It’s estimated that
some
two-thirds
of
a
typical
rainforest’s species live in the canopy
(the uppermost, branching layer of the
forest). A trip into the canopy will give
you a bird’s-eye view of the
Neotropical forest. Most canopy tours
involve strapping yourself into a
climbing harness and being winched
up to a platform some 100 ft. above
the forest floor, or doing the work
yourself. Many of these operations
have series of treetop platforms
connected by taut cables. Once up on
the first platform you click your
harness into a pulley and glide across
the cable to the next (slightly lower)
platform, using your hand (protected
by a thick leather glove) as a brake.
When you reach the last platform, you
usually rappel down to the ground.
Canyoning tours are even more
adventurous.
Most involve hiking
down along a mountain stream, river,
and or canyon, with periodic breaks to
rappel down the face of a waterfall, or
swim in a jungle pool.

Costa Rica’s Rain Forests

The Osa Peninsula contains the largest single
expanse of virgin lowland rainforest in Central
America. It is well known among naturalists
and researchers studying rainforest ecology.

Costa Rica has some of the most diverse wildlife in the world, and it’s the reason many people
travel here. From stunning, colorful birds to fleeting glimpses of rare mammals,
it is a land of surprises and enchantment…

Keel-Billed Toucan

Bird-watching enthusiasts will get a closer look
at birds they might have seen in the wild.

Capuchin
Monkeys

Check out these two
capuchin monkeys
enjoying a quiet
moment. The whitefaced, or capuchin,
monkeys are some
of the most active
and acrobatic. They
often travel in large
troops and if you
listen intently you
can hear them in the
canopy overhead.

Turtles in Costa Rica

These turtles are forever grateful to
humanitarians like Ed Mercer for
saving them from becoming extinct.
The turtle’s eggs were being taken
and used as an aphrodisiac
delicatessen, which caused the
number of turtles in Costa Rica to
decline and nearly become nonexistent.

Thank you to Costa Rica’s efforts,
not only are the turtles rescued,
but many rare birds have been
saved as well…

Scarlet Macaw

Scarlet macaw pairs mate for life
(as is generally true for all parrots).

Costa Rica is the winter home for more than
200 species of migrating birds that arrive
from as far away as Alaska and Australia.
So don’t be surprised to see one of your
familiar backyard birds here feeding
alongside trogons and toucans.

Chestnut-Mandibled Toucan

Birds in Costa Rica come in every
color, from strawberry-red scarlet
macaws to the iridescent jewels
called Violet Sabrewings (a type of
humming bird).
More than 50
species of hummingbirds have
been recorded and their delicate
beauty is matched only by their
extravagant names.

Quetzal One of the most beautiful birds on the continent.
With over 850 species recorded in
Costa Rica, it’s understandable that
birds are one of the primary
attractions for naturalists. You could
stay for months and you’ll still have
scratched the surface in terms of
seeing all these species. Because
many birds have restricted ranges you
are guaranteed to find different
species everywhere you travel.
Dolphin Dynasty’s Animal Retreat will
have an attraction dedicated to almost
every type of tropical fauna.
Emerald Toucanet

Ctenosaur

Check out the intriguing
Snakes and Reptiles at the
Serpentarium

Three-Toed Sloth

Five species of sloths are found in the neotropics,
and the two species widespread in Costa Rica are the brown-throated three-toed
and Hoffman’s two-toed sloth. The diurnal three-toed sloth is often sighted,
whereas the nocturnal two-toed sloth is less often see.
Soths hand motionless from branches or slowly progress upside down
along a branch toward leaves, which are their primary food.
Silky Anteater
The silky anteater could be an ideal model
for a child’s stuffed toy. Anteaters lack
teeth and use a long, sticky tongue to slurp
up ants and termites. There are three
species of anteaters in Costa Rica.

Kinkajou
The cuddly kinkajou jumps
from tree to tree in search of fruit.

White-faced Capuchin Monkey
Squirrel Monkey

The white-faced capuchin monkey
is inquisitive and easily seen in the wild.
They occasionally descend to the ground
where foods such as corn and even oysters
are part of their diet. Their meticulous foraging
and prying into leaves, litter and bark
make them enjoyable to watch.
Spider Monkey
A squirrel monkey travels in small to
medium size groups during the day,
squealing or chirping noisily and
leaping and crashing through vegetation
in search of insects and fruit.
Gibbon

The spider money named for its long
and thin legs, arms and tail.
They swing from arm to arm
through the canopy and can hang
supported just by their prehensile tail
while using their long limbs to pick fruit.

Jaguar
Breath taking beauty…
It is every wildlife-watcher’s
dream to see a jaguar in
the wild. However these
big cats are extremely rare
and well camouflaged.
They are distinguished by
their tan/yellowish fur with
black spots. Most of them
can be found on the
Osa Peninsula.

Red-Eyed Tree Frog
This is a very beautiful
and distinctive-looking frog
that you will see on t-shirts
and postcards if not in the wild.

The Puma another beauty is
one of the six species of
felines that live in the park.
This endangered cat lives in
moist and deciduous forests,
as well as in the savannah
woodlands.

Poison Arrow Frog

Make love, not war…
These are two poisonous frogs of the
Dendrobates Pumilio Species during their
courting ritual.

Then, come and experience
Costa Rica’s gorgeous
Butterfly Farm

These animals and so much more will
all be available to admire in
Costa Rica!

We look forward
to seeing you there!

Dolphin Dynasty would like to begin initial site planning and development in
preparation for the land purchase and building plans. The Company is also
seeking its team of senior management and expert consultants. We offer this
project summary to those interested in learning more about Dolphin Dynasty,
soon to be the premier resort destination in Costa Rica.

Project Development Plan
Phase One:

Site Acquisition & Development

Site Purchase
Dolphin Dynasty will be developed on a 480 acre parcel on the Osa Peninsula in
southern Costa Rica.
Site Improvement Plan
The Company would like to work with real estate development consultants to
create a site development plan and timeline.
A full site development plan and schedule will be completed within 60 to 90
days after the first investment commitment. The plan will detail topography,
land use and environmental issues and will detail the proposed partitioning of
the land for specific uses. The plan will also estimate the costs of initial parcel
development including grading, clearing, access roads, power hook-up, sewer
and other costs.
Plans & Permits
Architectural plans will be developed upon completion of the initial site plan.
The Company expects to hire a world-class firm with experience in developing
large-scale, environmentally advanced and preservation-oriented projects. The
firm will be retained to provide initial drawings for the hotel, casino, events
center, lagoon, water park, golf course and, secondarily, for floor plans for resort
homes and condominiums.
All required permits for building and other activities will be applied for at this
time. Mr. Mercer will directly assist in acquiring all necessary permits and other
licenses to allow for ground to be broken on the project.

Phase Two: Luxury Resort Homes & Condominiums

Resort Homes
Dolphin Dynasty will include 100 luxury villas, built in Tiki style and ranging
from 1,200 to 3,000 square feet. We will begin to pre-sell villas within three
months after final approval of all site plans. Such homes are attractive to aging
baby boomers seeking a second home in a sunny, warm location close to
entertainment venues. By the early 2000’s more than 20% of all new home
purchases were second homes, mostly for vacations. We expect these homes to
sell for approximately $300 to $600 per square foot, with an average of $450 per
square foot. We expect to pre-sell at least 50% of the units, and expect 100% will
be sold within one year of construction. This would generate approximately $36
million dollars, based on an average price per foot of $450 and an average home
size of 1,600 square feet.
Condominiums
Condominiums are similarly attractive to vacation home purchasers, but also
attract a younger, upscale demographic that purchase the properties are their
primary residence. Luxury condominiums should sell for at least $600 per
square foot. We expect to construct up to 500 units with an average size of 1,200
square feet and sell at an average price of $600 per square foot. If all units are
sold, which is typical in such developments, revenues would be approximately
$450 million. We will begin to pre-sell condominiums within three months after
final approval of all site plans.

Construction Cost & Timetable
Resort Homes
Planning & Permits
6 months
Construction/Furnishing 18 months
Costs
Planning & Permits
Construction @ $300/sq. foot
Total Cost:

$50,000,000.00

$ 5,000,000.00
$45,000,000.00

Condominiums
Planning & Permits
6 months
Construction/Furnishing 18 months
Costs
Planning & Permits
Construction @ $200/sq. foot
Total Cost:

$ 5,000,000.00
$120,000,000.00

$125,000,000.00

Projected Revenues
Resort Homes
Sales:

$72,000,000.00

Condominiums
Sales:

$360,000,000.00

Phase Three: Hotel, Retail & Convention Center
Five Star Hotel & Casino
Dolphin Dynasty Resort will be centered upon a 1,000 room luxury hotel and
luxury casino. We plan to hire an experienced management company to run the
property. We may also choose to align the hotel with an existing luxury brand.
Retail Shops
Approximately 20,000 feet of retail space will be developed that will connect the
hotel and Convention Center, surrounded by the lagoon.
Convention Center
A 2,500 seat capacity convention center, along with approximately 10,000 feet of
banquet and meeting space will be constructed. We expect to host conventions,
trade shows and educational events, as well as banquets, wedding receptions
and other events. Our convention/trade show space will be approximately
10,0000 square feet and lease for $20 per foot. We expect that the space will be

leased for at least 80% of the weeks each year (42 weeks) generating revenues of
approximately $8.5 million dollars. Educational programs, banquets and other
events will generate another combined usage of 500,000 square feet annually.
This is based on a projected average space usage of 1,000 feet per customer, with
500 annual customers. Priced at $20 per square foot (on a daily basis) this would
yield revenues of $10 million annually.
Construction Cost & Timetable
Hotel & Casino
Planning & Permits
6 months
Construction/Furnishing 24 months
Costs:
Plans & Site Development
Construction @ $200/sq. foot
Total Cost:

$ 25,000,000.00
$275,000,000.00

$300,000,000.00

Retail Shops
Planning & Permits:
6 months
Construction/Furnishing 18 months
Costs:
Plans & Site Development
Construction @ $200/sq. foot
Total Cost:
Convention Center:

$3,500,000.00
$4,000,000.00

$7,500,000.00
18 months

Planning & Permits:
6 months
Construction/Furnishing 18 months
Costs:
Plans & Site Development
Construction @ 200/sq. foot
Total Cost: $25,000,000.00

$ 5,000,000.00
$20,000,000.00

Projected Revenues
Hotel/Restaurants (based on 80% capacity)
Room Rental
Restaurants
Gift Shop

$75,000,000.00
$15,000,000.00
$ 5,000,000.00

Total Revenues:

$95,000,000.00

Casino (based on 500,000 visitors)
Gaming
Food
Bar

$50,000,000.00
$10,000,000.00
$15,000,000.00

Total Revenues:

$75,000,000.00

Retail Shops (based on 20,000 sq. feet leased)
Leases
E.E. Stores

$5,000,000.00
$5,000,000.00

Total Revenues:

$10,000,000.00

Convention Center
Conventions
Educ. Programs
Banquets

$ 8,500,000.00
$ 5,000,000.00
$ 5,000,000.00

Total Revenues:

$18,500,000.00

Phase Four: Lagoon, Water Park, Golf Course
Lagoon & Habitat
The lagoon and habitat will run throughout the property, serving as a primary
attraction for hotel guests, a primary part of the zoo and a beautiful adornment
to the golf course. The lagoon and habitat will be home to thousands of species
of birds, monkeys and other wildlife.

Water Park
The water park will include rides and attractions especially for our younger
guests. The park will connect to the hotel through the lagoon.
PGA Tour Golf Course
Our signature designed golf course will feature 36 holes of championship play
weaving in and out of the resort and surrounded by both lush tropical foliage
and resort homes.
Construction Cost & Timetable
We expect the months required building the lagoon and habitat, water park and
golf course will be as follows:
Lagoon & Habitat:

18 months

Initial site development/permitting:
Design/Construction/preparation
Estimated Cost:
Water Park:

$10 million
24 months concurrent

Initial site development/permitting:
Planning/Construction:
Estimated Cost:
Golf Course:

6 months
18 months

$15 million
30 months concurrent

Initial site development/permitting:
Planning/Design/Construction:
Grow-in/Preparation/Clubhouse:
Estimated Cost:

6 months
12 months

6 months
16 months
8 months

$12 million

Projected Revenues
Lagoon & Habitat (based on 50,000 visitors/year)
Product Sales
Concessions:

$2,000,000.00
$1,000,000.00

Tickets for Zoo
Scuba Lessons
Dolphin Therapy

$1,000,000.00
$ 100,000.00
$ 250,000.00

Total Revenues:

$4,350,000.00

Water Park (based on 10,000 “family-of-four” visitors/year)
Ticket Sales
Concessions
Product Sales

$3,000,000.00
$1,000,000.00
$1,000,000.00

Total Revenues:

$5,000,000.00

Golf Course (based on 150 non-member golfers per day)
Greens Fees
Pro Shop
Concessions
Memberships*

$ 5,000,000.00
$ 2,500,000.00
$ 2,500,000.00
$10,000,000.00

Total Revenues:

$20,000,000.00

*Estimated 1,000 memberships @ $10,000 annually

Market & Competitive Environment
Competitive Advantages
A. Our Advantage: Unique Participatory Resort Theme
Destination-based resorts continue to abound. However, few provide the range
of “real-life” participatory experience Dolphin Dynasty will provide to guests.
Most resorts of this nature are based either completely on location or completely
on a particular attraction. For example, Bush Gardens features an amazing onsite experience, but is located in Tampa, Florida, a location with few other
compelling attractions. The same is true for famous resorts such as Disney
World (Orlando, Florida) where the onsite theme park is the only attraction.
Nonetheless, such resorts continue to grow and increase profits as Americans
increasingly seek vacation destinations with “all-inclusive” packages of
accommodations, dining and entertainment on one site.

Dolphin Dynasty will provide a comparable experience, but with several
enhancements. First, we’ll build our resort in the heart of the Osa Peninsula of
Costa Rica, a rapidly developing tourist area with a new international airport.
Second, the experiential value of our resort will be unique in the world, with
high-quality opportunities for direct interaction with dolphins and other wildlife
and dining and accommodations that include underwater views. Unlike many
destination resorts, Dolphin Dynasty will not skimp on the dining or
accommodations, providing first-class facilities that add to an unforgettable
experience. Dolphin Dynasty promises to be the premier destination in Costa
Rica with such features.
B. Our Advantage: Fun, Science & Healing Come Together
Dolphin Dynasty will appeal to the growing number of vacationers who seek to
mix entertainment, relaxation and learning. The sharp rise in so-called ecotourism in the past fifteen years is but one example of a rise in the demand for
edu-tainment by travelers. Dolphin Dynasty will uniquely meet this demand in
ways that other theme parks and resorts simply cannot.
Dolphin Dynasty guests will be able to participate in classes and programs that
educate them about the aquatic environment, and then take actions such as
swimming with dolphins or becoming certified in scuba diving. At the same
time, the environment will be one of peace and healing throughout the
ecosystem we create. Some guests will come primarily for therapeutic healing,
but choose to take advantage of our fine dining and entertainment. Others will
come for the fun, but partake of our spa and educational programs. For the
increasing number of people who want to be “part of” something when they
travel—that is, to experience something unique and exotic—Dolphin Dynasty
will fulfill their adventurous desires in a safe, controlled environment and
provide loads of simple fun, relaxation and night life opportunities.
C. Our Advantage: Multiple Streams of Income
With multiple direct revenue channels flowing from our business, Dolphin
Dynasty has the capability to rise to the level of a Disney resort, while
maintaining a higher level of dining and accommodations, plus the added
leverage of revenue from gaming operations, golf, luxury homes and
condominiums.
The Company will produce revenues that flow directly from the real estate itself,
including revenues from hotel, restaurant, retail shopping, spa, time share,
adventure park, casino and of course sales of resort homes on the property.

The Company will produce revenues from the sale of branded products on the
site. Such revenues include everything from clothing to plush toys to art,
concessions and photographs.
The Company will produce revenues from hosting trade shows, educational
events and business meetings and seminars.
The Company will produce revenues from its website, including sales of
branded apparel, toys and our DVD’s.

Management Team
Key Employees
The Company does not yet have paid employees. However, our contractors are
yet to be determined by key investors. For the foreseeable future the investors
Management Team will handle and delegate all responsibilities for the operation
of the business.

Today, the Management Team is ready to build this World-Class Entertainment and Wellness
Eco Resort. We will be powered by clean solar energy sources. Going Green, Dolphin Dynasty is
one of the most innovative and exciting destinations in the world…

Financial Requirements & Projections

Market Factors & Revenue Potential
Costa Rica is among the hottest destinations for missions of tourists and in
particular for Americans. The southern part of the country’s Osa Peninsula
features one of the most diverse ecosystems on the planet. As the region
continues to develop its infrastructure, including an international airport, Osa
will become a premier destination in Costa Rica. Nonetheless, neither Osa nor
the rest of Costa Rica yet has a resort on the scale of the planned Dolphin
Dynasty project.
Due to a lack of large-scale resorts, Costa Rica has not yet begun to capitalize on
certain aspects of its sought-after beaches, jungles and mountains. Without
major convention facilities, tourism now excludes the vast and growing
convention business. With the arrival of the international airport, the region will
be able to bring thousands of people in by air daily. Modern highways, hospitals
and other facilities already exist. The region boasts many other attractions that
would lure business conventions if facilities were present.
In addition, the region boasts no large-scale luxury hotels and no major thematicbased resorts. With several regional cities, growing economy and thousands of
luxury homes under construction, Osa is emerging as the next hot destination in
Costa Rica. As the region continues to develop the need for a large-scale hotel
and resort is apparent. The airport and highway will make it possible for
thousands of people to visit the region daily. The Dolphin Dynasty plan includes
many thematic elements to lure travelers to the resort, including our lagoon and
water park, championship golf course, amphitheater, casino and convention
facilities. Finally, our world-class healing center, providing human-dolphin
therapy, a luxurious spa and other services, will make the resort a global
destination.
As the premier destination in Osa, Dolphin Dynasty will also attract business
from among tourists staying at other venues, from cruise ship patrons and from
the local population. Our casino, water park and lagoon and golf course will be
prime tourist destinations as well as entertainment venues for the local
population. As the only major casino on the Peninsula, Dolphin Dynasty will
attract tourists and other gaming enthusiasts from the entire region. We also

expect that a significant amount of the play on our championship golf courses
will come from people traveling more than 25 miles to play.
Summary of Revenues
Based on the foregoing, the Dolphin Dynasty Resort could achieve the following
revenues when fully operational:
Recurring Revenues:

Non-Recurring Revenues:

Hotel
Restaurant
Gift Shop
Casino
Retail Leases
Conventions
Water Park
Golf
Lagoon Activities

$75,000,000.00
$15,000,000.00
$ 5,000,000.00
$75,000,000.00
$10,000,000.00
$18,500,000.00
$ 5,000,000.00
$20,000,000.00
$ 4,350,000.00

Totals:

$227,850,000.00

Condos
Villas

$360,000,000.00
$ 72,000,000.00

$432,000,000.00

Summary of Costs
The Company expects the following development and construction costs:
Site Purchase
Hotel & Casino Construction
Villa & Condominium Construction
Water Park & Lagoon
Golf Course
Convention Center
Retail Shops
Consulting & Development Costs

$24 million (480 acres)
$300 million
$175 million
$ 25 million
$ 12 million
$ 25 million
$ 7.5 million
$ 50 million

Total Projected Development Costs

$618.5 million

Dolphin Dynasty

™

Become a part of this
Majestic Adventure…

____________________________________
Contact:
Dolphin Dynasty, doing business as Emerald Echo, Inc.
www.tamaramontana.com
Tamara Montana
(310) 428-0700
tamara@heartvirtue.com

____________________________________

